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Objectives

Number Forms – Associating Numbers with Space
SNARC effect [Dehaene et al., 1993]

Extend the current model [Ruciński et al., 2011]
of number-space interactions [Göbel et al., 2011]
to account for the following aspects of the SNARC
effect:

Evidence:
patients with
synæsthesia

co-existence of multiple number-space
associations

patients with neglect

binding with response side rather than
response hand

behavioural effects

neuroimaging

Motivations: understand better the process of acquisition of the number concept and how the brain
represents and processes numbers.
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Open questions:
the origins
the mechanism

Spatial-Numerical Association of
Response Codes
left-sided response faster for small
numbers, right-sided for large
contextual, flexible, various stimuli
Posner-SNARC effect [Fischer et al., 2003]
numbers cue attention
small numbers toward left, large toward
right
also flexible

Embodied Developmental Robotic Model of Multiple Number-Space Associations
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Summary
The model achieves:
reproduction of the experimental
phenomena: size effect, distance effect,
SNARC and Posner-SNARC
properties of SNARC and Posner-SNARC
match better with reality
the first model of context-dependent
number-space associations (to the best of
our knowledge)
Future work:
less partitioned development process
analysis of developmental trajectories
test predictions with human participants
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